
LETTER OF INTENT

This Letter of lntent (hereinafter refened to as LOI) is made on.L{.November 2019

Between

UNIVERSITI IIIALAYSIA PERLIS an institution of higher learning (hereinafter refined to as
"UniMAP") established and incorporated in Malaysia IP.U.(A) 23l2AO4 and having its registered
office at 1,2,9,10 and 11m Floor, Bangunan l(AlSP, Jalan Bukit Lagi,01000 Kangar, Perlis and
shall include its lawful representatives and permitted assigns of the one part;

And

and shall include its lawful representatives and permitted assigns of the other part;

UniMAP and ... k. U..fl ... hereinafter referred to singularly as "the Part/ and
collectively as "the Parties".

2. The purpose of this LOI is to cooperate in the usage of the expertise, facilities and / or
hurnan recourse development that are available in UniMAP and .". F..tJ /::i-. ... . (Faculty
of ..... .....) on behatf of UniMAP establish this Lefter of lntent to foster
international/local cooperation in education and research.

3. The parties do not intend to be legally bound to each other, and this LOI does not impose
monetary and legal obligations on either party.

4. This LOI will be effective upon signature by both parties, and that it shall be valid for a
period of TttUO {2} years, subject to revision or modification by mutual consent. UniMAP and

E-.U f.X ..... will execute a formal Memorandum of Agreement to
incorporate same and the other terms and conditions as therein mutually agreed thereto within a
reasonable time from the date hereof.

lN WITNESS yt HEREOF, the undersigned being duly authorized thereto, have signed this Letter
of lntent (Iechnical Collaboration) in duplicate on this . L9" day of November in the year 2019.

UNIVERSITI MALAYSIA PERLIS
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